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Abstract
In the complexity of postmodern life, Nuri Bilge Ceylan’s film Winter Sleep is considered to
reflect the pragmatics of the community-society dichotomy and to represent the essential and
arbitrary will duality circulating through isolation and belonging, similar to any Chekhovian
drama. The film’s settings, its characters, and their lives are dominant impressions that can be
attributed to Tönnies’s depiction of individual social consistency. In the film this gradually
propounds multiple self-deceptions and constructs an anamorphic fantasy-reality that slowly
meanders into an act with Voltaire as the main character. Aydın’s self-perception and
construction of reality and belonging hibernates into isolation, distant from any social forms.
The subjective sense of false reality causes a self-abhorrence righteously positioned in the
make-believe pseudosocial form where genuine reality is covered with a snow of illusion.
Engaging in paradoxes in Winter Sleep can facilitate understanding of how Chekhovian drama
pertains to the duality of community and society and reflects the elements of essential and
arbitrary wills in the individual’s isolation and belonging.
Key words: community-society dichotomy, cinema, Nuri Bilge Ceylan, Winter Sleep,
belonging, isolation

Nuri Bilge Ceylan’ın Kış Uykusu Filminde Aidiyet ve Soyutlanma Aracı Olarak
Tönnies’in Cemaat-Cemiyet Dikotomisi

Özet
Nuri Bilge Ceylan’ın Kış Uykusu filminin, postmodern hayatın karmaşıklığında öz ve keyfi
irade ikilemini, aidiyet ve soyutlanma kavramları çerçevesinde ve cemaat-cemiyet dikotomisi
pratiklerine göre herhangi bir Çekof dramasında olabilecek şekilde yansıttığı söylenebilir.
Filmin sahneleri, karakterleri ve diyalogları öykü ilerledikçe ve ana karakter Aydın’ın
gerçekliği algılama şekli, bu gerçeklik içinde ona olan aidiyeti yeniden üretmesi sonucu çoklu
kendini yadsımayı gerçekleştirerek anamorfik bir fantazya-gerçeklik yaratır ve Tönnies’in
bireyin toplumsal var oluşuna atfen onu toplumsal yapılardan uzak, adeta Voltaire’den bir
yalnızlık sahnesine doğru götürür. Var olduğuna inanılan sözde toplumsal yapı, öznel sahte
gerçeklik algısını yaratarak kendinden nefret etmeye yol açarken saf gerçek kar aldatmacısı ile
örtülür. Kış Uykusu filmindeki pradokslar üzerinde çalışmak, Çekof dramasının cemaat-
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cemiyet ikilemi bağlamında, öz ve keyfi iradenin soyutlanma ve aidiyet olguları içinde nasıl
ilişkilendirilebileceğinin anlaşılmasına olanak tanır.
AnahtarKelimeler: Cemaat-Cemiyet Dikotomisi, Sinema, Nuri Bilge Ceylan, Kış
Uykusu, Ait Olma, Soyutlanma

“I did not go… I could not go… Do
not ask of me to go. As it is the case
everywhere, everything there is also
unfamiliar to me… I have no other
relative but you…” - Aydın*

Introduction
Inter-personal relationships of individuals are determined via formal equality and
reciprocal norms. Individuals in a way ratify human rights with their behaviors to others via
influential norms because they are social and institutional. Because human beings are creatures
that can exist within their relations, their ability to think and capacity to share their thoughts
with others establishes the fundamentals of social life. On the contrary, limiting or enhancing
intellectual and emotional interaction would cause an impact on the individual’s lifestyle and
may even cause isolation (Köknel, 1986: 166).
Nuri Bilge Ceylan’s films perpetuate the isolation and belonging paradox of the
individual just as the main source of his inspiration Chekhov’s short story The Wife dwells in
the motif of communication and non-communication with a continual dilemmatic ebb and flow.
The recurrence of interaction between the members of social classes and their interpretation of
social equality or inequality are the constituent elements of the lyric but ambiguous
relationships in both of Ceylan and Chekhov’s works. Adjoining the notions of isolation,
individual interaction and belonging together, it is essential to bring forth the concept of two
types of human will that would help identify the urge of communication and noncommunication states of the characters in Chekhov, and as the film Winter Sleep is taken as the
focal point in this study, in Ceylan’s fictive characters. Ferdinand Töennies (1957: 223)
identifies these two human wills underlying the isolation and belonging state of an individual

*

An extract fromAydın’smonologue to his wife Nihan on his return after his unsuccessful effort to leave the
Gemeinschaft.Very similar, almost the same monologue was performed by Pavel(Pasha) Andreitch to his wife
Natalie in Chekhov’s story “The Wife”.
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as essential and arbitrary. The “essential will” is the underlying, organic, and instinctive force
in which membership is self-fulfilling and is part of community. The “arbitrary will” is
deliberative, purposive and future (goal) oriented in which is sustained by some instrumental
goal or definite end and is part of society. Each will is dissimilar to one another in the
individual’s place in social order, features of wealth, type of laws, institutional order and type
of social control.
The isolation and belonging motif in Ceylan’s films, especially Winter Sleep, may be
best discussed under Tönnies’ (1957) terms Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft which encompasses
the two fundamental wills he bases social existence on. Published originally in 1887, this study
notes that folk culture gives way to the civilization of the state. In his book, Tönnies depicts
Gemeinschaft (community) as an instinctive driving force, organic, concord, where folkways
and religion sets the social control for which human will derives from individual’s temper and
character. The economical structure of community is based on agriculture, thus, land is a
precious and necessary asset for the family and the community. Members are self-fulfilling and
family, neighborhood, clan groups or tribe are important and play a significant role in the
political unit of community. Age and wisdom often leads to political power in a place where
laws are often based on custom and governing system is usually not complex. Unlike
Gemeinschaft, socially in Gesellschaft, as family stands atthe basis of society the individual is
the essence. Social class is usually based on wealth, education and ability. Here, education and
scientific knowledge is important, shared and available. There are diverse religious beliefs and
people believe that they can modify their environment and principles of social equality and
opportunity. Economically, Gesellschaft is usually an industrial economy in which goods and
services are mass produced and a large number of people are involved in this process. Wealth
is in many forms and unlimited and production of abundant goods is done by advanced
technology. There is a considerable economic interdependence among people, communities and
even nations (Ibid.).
Nuri Bilge Ceylan’s film The Winter Sleep is the perfect canvas to lay down the
pragmatics of community and society dichotomy on isolation and belonging feature of the
individual as it encapsulates the complexity of postmodern life and its representations of the
essential and arbitrary will duality in one work. The settings, the characters and their lines are
dominant impressions which attribute to Töennies’ depiction of individual’s social consistency
which in the film gradually propounds multiple self deceptions and construction of anamorphic
fantasy reality.
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Winter Sleep or Floundering in the Mist of Community and Society
The dichotomy of Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft are the two distinct types of societal
forms or as Tönnies describes them as social relationships. Gemeinschaft (community) is based
on more intimate relationships and mutual bonds and the notion of togetherness. Gesellschaft
(society) is based on groups that can exist when they pursuit instrumental goals and live under
the order of state or city. The film critic Mark Kermode (2014) writes about the several award
winning film Winter Sleep, “Winter Sleep is an engrossing work, a finely observed portrait of
collapsing social contracts, public and private,” and actually underpins the struggle of the
characters who jammed in such a paradox begetting dichotomy which needs to be considered
to a further extend before perusing it on the text.
As mentioned before, with respect to Töennies’ (2001: 6-7) theory, types of human will
are the impulsion of the individual’s state of being his/her world: 1) Regarding Gemeinschaft
“natural/essential will” (wesenville) – employing three aspects: pleasure, habit and memory –
requires face-to-face communication between members of the community. Emotions and
expressions of sentiments would rise spontaneously and naturally while members are impelled
to serve the goals of the social group that is formed subconsciously. 2) In respect to
Gesellschaft, “rational will” (kürville) – which falls in three parts as well: deliberation, arbitrary
choice and conceptual thought – obligate purpose and future orientation for members to place
social grouping as a means to realize individual goals. Members of society are derived by
rational self interest, planned conduct which weakens the traditional family bond, kinship and
concept of religion that infiltrate through the community structure. Ascribing rational will work
place is important to have a socially exceptional status and social manipulation is a beneficial
skill to acquire (Tönnies 1957: 223).
Crime and infraction are two punishable concepts Tönnies brings forth. Crimes
(verbrechen) are deliberate and planned violations of political and social order and rules. Crimes
against political rules refer to those of constitution, institutions and state. Social crimes refer to
violations done against persons, personal dignity and personal property. Infractions (vergehen)
refer to deliberate or non-deliberate violations of state regulated rules that are unforced in
necessity of functioning of social life which encompass people’s interests and motivations
excluding their rights. Tönnies suggested that criminal policy and morality need to be
considered separately as he thought punishing people for their personal histories and past
circumstances were wrong (Oberschall 1973: 160-180). Criminal policy fell into Gesellschaft
because laws were to be executed by the state to control the diverse interests in the society and
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for this reason Tönnies suggested that criminal law should be directed to the rehabilitation of
the criminal actions which should also be matter of public pedagogy (Tönnies 1922: 66-77,
239-245; 1931: 187-258).
Person, as individual participant, and his/her willed commitment to social aspects
differentiating social entities are the basis of the social phenomena Tönnies suggested. Here
producing and facilitating social cohesion is important. Such actions as supporting a political
ideology or belonging to a group would be an aspect of determining social cohesion.
Furthermore, the action of choosing a group for identity and belonging suggests how people
distinguish themselves from one another so that social stratification is formed. Thus, according
to Tonnies there are three types of social grouping: a) land owners, successors or inheritors of
ready money; b) the bourgeoisie (middle class); c) and the proletariat who are no longer
peasants but who have not yet diffused into modern classes or groups (Tönnies 1957).
“Process” is another term to focus on when community is considered from another
dimension. Interaction and socialization between people in a community are formed via the
process of sharing interests or common endeavor(Follett, 1919: 80-83).Intra-group
communication, which includes purposes, are as simple and strict as processing a command or
even much more leniently executing chores or a leisure activities that is not mandatory
(Erdogan, 2005: 211-212). Hence, purposes, expectation, interdependence to achieve benefits
are characteristics of common endeavor in a community. To illustrate, “People admit into
groups due to various reasons: a) due to attraction of self-reflection groups; b) personal
attraction; c) to belong to a likeness group; d) attractiveness of group purposes; e) to find
identity; f) to actualize short-term interests” (Ibid.). To this, Goode adds (1957: 194) “Once in
it, few leave, so a terminal or continuing status for the most part; its members share values in
common; its role definitions vis-à-vis both members and non-members are agreed upon and are
the same for all members; within the areas of communal action there is a common language,
which is understood only partially by outsiders; its limits are reasonably clear, though they are
not physical and geographical, but social”. According to Hasan Akbulut (2005) rural life is
described as small place, simplicity, boredom, pressure, strict moral rules, wisdom, calmness,
nostalgia, childhood, past, isolation, close relationships, small businesses, sincerity, market
place, voices that disturb silence.
On the contrary, as mentioned before, socially in Gesellschaft, family is the basis of
society where individual is placed in the centre and social classes are determined by wealth
education and ability. Importance of shared and available education and scientific knowledge,
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diverse religious beliefs are fundamental to the society. Here, individuals believe that they can
modify their environment and principles of social equality and opportunity (Tönnies, 1957).
Industrial economies of Gesellschaft where people are involved in the mass production process
devised by advanced technology provide economic interdependence for the individual (Ibid.).
Akbulut (2005: 77) delineates society as something positive, not boring, complicated for the
individual who belong there, unlike the folk of the urban life who depicts it as far, something
negative, unfamiliar, unknown and unsafe.
With reference to the aspects of Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft duality, Bozkurt (2004:
76) emphasizes that the rural is the state of being stranded in between rural and urban and the
sadness of being stuck and disinterestedness. In this respect, Nuri Bilge Ceylan’s film The
Winter Sleep could be read via its dual sense of community and society content which reflects
the complexity of postmodern life represented in the dual orientation of society and community
experiential motives of the film bringing to the forefront the reflexivity of belonging and
isolation. As Asuman Suner (2010: 83) denotes:
“Belonging is a major thematic preoccupation of Ceylan’s cinema. Over and
over, the themes of homecoming, leaving home, getting settled and making
commitments to relationships are evoked in his films. Always drawing upon an
intrinsically unnerving aspect of home, Ceylan’s cinema locates the source of
the uncanny experience in the normalcy of everyday life. Home, with all its
familiarity and intimacy, can be an engulfing place, a site of mundane acts of
cruelty. The kind of malice that haunts home in Ceylan’s cinema is not
something that can be externalized or resolved; rather, it is inscribed in the very
idea of belonging.”
Provinciality, which is usually connected with belonging, does not regard locality but
rather a mode feeling of yearning for a life elsewhere (Ibid.). The feeling of being left out, being
under confinement and stint, boredom of the rural life may not be limited to the province or the
community only but also to the urban life or the society. When another mode of life interferes
the thought of being in the provincial, the province perceives itself as the deprived due to the
reason that the intentional target of the urban becomes the city and vice versa (Gülbilek, 1995:
50-52).In this sense, the province is depicted both as small town perceived from the standing
point of cosmopolitan and sophisticated culture of Istanbul, and the small town from its own
provinciality features (Suner 2010: 84.)
As to the individual, living in metropolis would call forth an introvert, distant and bored
character development. Also, the city promises the individual a personal freedom, which when
compared to a life experience with the community, enables the individual to develop in both
culturally and emotionally (Simmel [et.al. Urry 1999: 20]). However, the unmentionable
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individuality becomes a sore as it develops deeper giving way to intolerance to others which
results in isolation and disintegration in individual’s cognitive structure. This in return
eventuates individual to perceive everything around from a definite distant. Furthermore, this
eminent distance signifies the displacement of the person in any place (Bulut, 2009: 33-35).
Töennies at this displacement of the individual trying to exist in both Gesellschaft and
Gemmeinscaft notes that although capitalism leads to material, social progress would lie in
socialist attributions of community (Bond, 2013: 230). This quote from Rousseau will find a
meaningful ground for duality of today’s individual, “MAN is born free; and everywhere he is
in chains. One thinks himself the master of others, and still remains a greater slave than they”
(Rousseau, 2016) as Winter Sleep is ready to come out of the haze of ambiguity.
Thus, before proceeding on to how the dichotomy’s practices are embodied in Ceylan’s
film Winter Sleep, a brief summary of the film would help in course of visualizing the content.
In Nuri Bilge Ceylan’s official website the story of the film is given as such
(http://www.nbcfilm.com/wintersleep/story.php?mid=3):
“Aydın, a former actor, runs a small hotel in central Anatolia with his young
wife Nihal with whom he has a stormy relationship and his sister Necla who is
suffering from her recent divorce. In winter as the snow begins to fall, the hotel
turns into a shelter but also an inescapable place that fuels their animosities...”
Actually, the plot is much more complicated and intriguing than this humble short
summary found in the director’s formal internet site. Aydın, who is a former actor has moved
to Cappadocia with his sister and wife, runs a hotel he inherited from his father. With his
qualities of being a land owner and a successor, who inherited ready money from his father,
Aydın exactly falls into the first category of Tönnies’ social grouping. Following this, the
hotel’s non-working inhabitants, his sister and his wife, automatically settle into the same
category. Aydın’s friend the landowner Suavi is a clear part of this group due to his distinct and
set ideas about the “others” regarding the peasants and friends he had made from the bourgeoisie
such as the well-educated teacher, Levent, who at the end of the film gave himself up as having
the seeds of being a peasant himself. However, with education and the money earned Levent
no longer belonged to his roots solely but in the eyes of the privileged other, he is not their
equal either.
Together with the hotel, Aydın’s father left behind some land and a house with a
troubling tenant who has recently got out of the jail he got in for stabbing a man who stole his
wife’s outfits from the line in the garden. However, the tenant’s personality is not the ignition
of the conflict but Aydın’s response to the tenant’s inability to pay the rent by sending
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enforcement to his house is. This action caused to pique the honor of the family of which the
members were permanent members of the village. This shameful event affected the tenant’s son
and he threw a stone to Aydın’s passing car shattering its window. Aydın and his aide Hidayet
take the boy to his house where his father slaps him on the face and breaks his own window
with the same hand hurting himself. The tenant’s brother, the village imam (the man of
religion), tries to soothe the situation. Tönnies’s ideas about crime are quiet significant to the
ignition of the story. As mentioned, there are two kind of crimes in Tönnies’ study: Social
crimes which are the violations done against persons, personal dignity and personal property
and infractions which are deliberate or non-deliberate violations of state regulated rules which
encompass people’s interests and motivations excluding their rights. The indebted and
unemployed tenant İsmail’s crime falls into social crime category where he actually punished
the men who stole his wife’s lingerie but upon stabbing him he was punished by the rules of
state laws. On the other hand, due to the unfulfilled personal interest of Aydın, the indebted
İsmail’s crime of being unable to pay the rent fell into the category of infractions. Thus he was
double punished by the state law. However, Aydın’s action of sending the levy executive officer
to collect the rent may be considered as a social crime against the honor of a man in the
Gemeinschaft. The punishment of Aydın comes from the community where Ismail’s son
shatters his car’s window or so as to say his barrier between his world and that of the tenant.
Interestingly, the boy, whom would be considered as the voice of the community, was punished
involuntarily by his father upon the compulsion caused by Aydın and Hamdi. His punishment
was one of social crime lacerating his pride in the community which still entailed a material
punishment of paying for the window.
Returning to the hotel, Aydın’s friend, the rich farm owner comes to visit and they chat
about a teacher in need of financial support for a course for the village women to make them
skillful enough to earn their own money. The teacher writes in reference to one of Aydın’s
articles, which was about country women being educated, titled “The Blooming Flowers in the
Steppe” published in a local newspaper. Although Aydın felt himself important and took the
credit, his friend Suavi was reserved to the idea of helping the teacher for a social cause while
Nihal, Aydın’s wife was against it vigorously and said that there were more immediate aid
needed for the nearby village schools which she collected charity for. Here the debate over
poverty is a significant controversial issue prolonged between Aydın and Suavi. With reference
to Tönnies’ social classification - land owners, successors or inheritors of ready money -to
which Suavi belongs to, his reasoning over social classes reverberates in the dialogue that takes
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place when two friends discuss an e-mail message from a reader:
Suavi – “Poverty is as a natural disaster and providence. You cannot oppose
destiny.”
Aydın – “But God gave as reason to strife.”
This dialogue is an evident reflection of Tönnies’ (2001: 6) description of the realm of
arbitrary will and how it is defied with the rational will as “when world and all its destinies are
put into the one single God, who creates them from nothing, sustains them according to his
good pleasure and gives them laws and ordinances which make their entire development seem
regular and necessary, all subordinate wills and freedoms in nature are lost, even the free will
of mankind. Distancing himself and Aydın from societal ongoing, he lastly comments, “There
are people created just for these chores. You must leave these things to them. You are a creator,
an artist, you do your own thing” which also dissevers the distance between the two wills.
Just after the discussion about the charity the village imam, Hamdi comes to visit to
apologize for what his brother and nephew has done and to ask to cover the damage made on
the car. Here, he tries to justify both his brother’s and nephew’s actions by explaining how
disgraceful it was to be taken by the officers just for unpaid rent. Hamdi voices relationships
and lifestyle of the community to the landlord who distances himself from that life. The
apparent action of pushing Hamdi’s muddy shoes aside, making him wear woman’s slippers
and positioning himself on an upper-head-level while sitting, Aydın distinguishes a hierarchical
disposition. As the film proceeds Aydın’s interest focuses on the imam he belittled.As he
decides how much he is so far from being “ideal”, he writes an insulting article in his newspaper
column about himto which his sister comments “It reads like the writer has adopted certain
values just to make himself popular, it stinks of sentimentality.” Tönnies (2001: 6-7) notes that
individuals have the ability of calculation which enables to perceive variation of objects in a
systematic combination of equivalent units. The person’s inclination to pick up objects that are
similar and if possible identical which can be easily observed and manipulated – if these are
unavailable he/she may make this likeness up -results in accrediting them as characteristics.
Natural differences are disregarded intentionally; to explicitly create an “ideal” identity. Hence,
the stereotypification of the identities subserves Aydın’s justification of disassociating himself
from the community. All this leads to a discussion about what is ideal, moral and normative
between Aydın and his recently divorced sister Necla which later continues at breakfast when
the three, Necla, Nihal and Aydın, are together.While the breakfast conversation was ongoing,
Imam Hamdi brings the child to apologize. Here the class distinction between the household
and the visitors peaks. Aydın’s words “My kingdom might be small, but at least I’m king there”
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marks the hierarchical disposition from the point in the film where Hamdi first comes to
apologize to the time where the child faints before kissing Aydın’s hand for forgiveness.
Accordingly, Robbie Collin (2014) elucidates Aydın as a person “who carries himself like the
region’s kindly baron, or a Shakespearean king, and whose many business interests pervade the
village down below.”
Aydın’s desire to tame a wild horse is fulfilled when it is caught. In the meanwhile Necla
and Nihal chat about belonging and forgiveness. Here, the concept of rural can be traced in
Necla’s yearning for going back to her deceiving husband and to the city of which the society
rules she rationalizes are embraced. As the talk ends at a harsh tone, Aydın converses with the
motorcyclist blogger where he tells him he is a writer and a former stage actor who never acted
in soup-operas as he quotes from Omer Sherif, “acting is honest.” The blogger answers back
by saying, “life passes away while planning” as he comments that he lived in the moment.
Actually, the relation of these two men, the young and the elder, are significantly similar to that
of Aydın and Nihal in the sense of Lacan’s mirror stage which is explained in detail in the next
paragraph. However, there is no satisfaction for Aydın in the means of ego lustering in this
confrontation, as the young man decisively poses his belonging in the Gesellshaft. Aydın’s
image reflects back to himself without capturing a self replica in the young man’s existence, he
tries to justify his belonging to that of the blogger as he brags about his research on history of
the Turkish theatre and says “it will be a thick, serious book.” The feeling of self dissatisfaction
leads Aydın to be in strife with his wife in the next phase of the film.
The film continues with a more indebt diving in the matter of belonging in the study
room as Aydın and Nihal talk about their status at their whereabouts. Akbal Süalp (2004: 61)
asserts that individual experiences condense in time leaving traces in space that individuals live.
Here the two characters weigh their belonging to where they stand to each other and where they
live. Aydın is stuck in the mores and obligations of the two lives he actually experienced in his
childhood (Capadochia) and in his adulthood (Istanbul) where as Nihal is stuck at the moment
of living Aydın’s duality as she has no collected memory of the community in her previous life.
Sarup (1997: 46) while adverting about the identity formation of the individual refers to Lacan’s
mirror stage where he explicates the formation of a subject’s own discourse to be dependent on
the “other” depiction of others’ discourses. Although Nihal’s delineation of her state of being,
regarding her marriage with Aydın, resembles to that of the mirror stage, repression of her “self”
and sublimation of Aydın’s himself may well be the definition of the couple’s relationship.
When the state of being is described with metaphors, the authentic significations underlie
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hidden and synchronous, thus, giving way to a gap between true self and thought. The
metaphors pile up meddled in subconscious symbols that are socialized receding from the self
reality and this enables the individual to begins to think in accordance with the discourse or
signification of the family and cultural institutions (Grigg 2009 : 151-160). This state of being
unaccounted self reality and mediation of the other’s self reflection is the best expression of the
ever-tangled relationship of Nihal and Aydın as she attributes all her disabilities on Aydın’s
entity while he uses this as a defense of his ego state.
Nihal’s charity gathering at the hotel is the next phase of the film. Nihal organizes a
charity evening in the hotel restaurant where many rich people around the region participate.
Resembling Virginia Woolf’s Mrs. Dalloway and her duty of being the perfect mistress of the
house, she goes around asking guests what they would like to drink. Even the school teacher
Levent drinks a posh liqueur which fits well with the elaborate taste of the group. Unlike
Richard Dalloway and although he is the patron, Aydın has no control over the event let alone
any knowledge of such charity meeting. If the community is regarded as a process where people
are interacting with each other, socializing over and sharing a common interest or cause (Follett,
1919: 80-83), then, Aydın was removed from this Gemeinschaft and as this community was
made up of the upper class members, it well be said that he becomes an outcast to the
Gesellschaft in his own house or glass pavilion. Moreover, Nihal’s dismay of his participation
supervenes leading him to decide to go to Istanbul, the place where he thinks he would belong.
However, as a last effort to compose his power on his kingdom, he does not hold himself back
from giving advice to his wife on the possible negative outcomes of a charity trial. To his
underestimation of herself, Nihal protests severely in a way freeing her “self” from the previous
mirror effect.
At his attempt to go to Istanbul, he performs a ritual-like action and frees the never
tamed wild horse. Whether the horse symbolized having a place in the upper class in the
community or the victory and control of the uncontrollable nature or his inability of belonging,
with it gone his isolation is consented. Following this action he goes to the train station but the
train is late and he decides to go to Suavi’s farm. Here we see a number of resolutions: a) Aydın
commands the aide not to tell the hotel residents that he did not leave the town and while doing
so his bragging about honesty shatters; b) his sitting position while chatting with Suavi is similar
to that of Hamdi’s when he visited Aydın for the first time: this time Aydın is on the couch and
Suavi is on the chair but he is at a higher position to the visitor as now Suavi is the patron higher
in hierarchal rank; c) Aydın disregards the teacher Levent by not standing up to greet him and
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with this action his bragging about education has dissolved marking the class distinction
between them.
In the meanwhile, Nihal comes to İsmail and Hamdi’s house hoping to help them
financially and solve their problems. First we see the extended family relationship that
symbolizes the community, as the household finds a place for their old mother, who perfectly
fits in the traditionality of Gemmeinscaft, and for the imam brother. In this clear set of
community aspects, Nihal tries to solve the problems with money, which prevails as a symbol
of one class hovering on the problems of the “other”. For her the problem of poverty is simply
a matter of material, and thus, without offering, she gives him the money as charity so that he
can pay his debts. This action is in a way to apologize for the levy enforcement as well. As
Hamdi is moderate on the refusal of her money, Ismail is fiercely indignant and throws the pile
into the fire causing Nihal to gasp and cry. This scene is witnessed by the son, whom was
denoted to be the symbol for the community, who closes the door back having seen the reestablishment of the community perceptions, such as the concept honor, lifestyle, habits and
will. Noteworthily, Tönnies’ (2001: 10) comments on the structure of the community and
society ways of perceiving things as “Relevance of antagonism between the doctrines of
individualism and socialism for a theoretical understanding of the real facts of modern industry
and commerce, is as about as great as relevance of the struggle between allopathic and
homeopathic to the science of physiology” which would easily applied to this scene. The
socialistic community and the individualistic society with its capitalist implantation of modern
industry and commerce seem to be as apart from each other as the main stream medicine and
alternative medicine are. Within the sphere of “civilization”, unless a person situates
him/herself completely outside the things that surround them, the gap between the two worlds
would be similar to that of one observed by a telescope and the other with a microscope (İbid.)
As the film draws closer to the end, Levent (teacher) and Aydın duel on values, beliefs,
morality and conscience. At this very moment two men, one rooted in community and the other
in society but at the same time both educated in “civilized modern world”, debate over their
existence. Levent, unlike Aydın, is able to live and belong to community because his small
family still leads a village life. Furthermore, although he had been educated in the Gesellchaft
and this called forth a change in his profession, his choice was to execute his job in the
Gemeinschaft where he was born. Tönnies (1944: 735-738) indicates that when there is a switch
from community to society or vice versa, various intentional functions and expectations may
motivate one to dwell in already existing conditions. Thus, Levent’s lamentation over Aydın’s
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depreciatory scrutinizing of the community is a strong conservator which demonstrates itself in
his quotation from Shakespeare’s play Richard III (Act 5 Sc.3: 296) “Conscience is but a word
that cowards use, Devis’d at first to keep the strong in awe” as he is critical about Aydın’s
previous action of not opening his hotel do the people in need when a major earthquake struck.
What Levent means to say is that if Aydın would have a conscience he would have not been so
strong and act as he is the ruler around the town and if used his conscience he would have felt
that he was doing something less than acceptable. To this, Aydın answers back by saying that
he was born rich and how would he be guilty if God has created him as such and finishes off
with a recitation from Voltaire implying each morning he plans to do wonderful things but ends
up doing nothing, to which crowns by vomiting. Vomiting can be considered as Ceylan’s
aphorism about Aydın’s – the name ironically means “intellectual” -admittance of his
foolishness which immediately meets revulsion with the action of throwing up. This very
instance in the film best fits the biblical proverb “Like a dog returning to his vomit, is a stupid
man who repeats his folly” (Bible 1970: 780) meaning although Aydın admits his folly he will
continue doing the same thing.
One of the most prominent society-community significations is may be the hunting
scene where Aydın’s one foot is bare and the other is in the boot meaning one is animalistic and
natural just would be in the wilderness but the other one fully decorated and dressed as the
norms that the society enforces upon man. Bare feet represents basic humanly instincts,
stripping of the trappings obligations of society and just as bare feet would be considered
improper metropolis life, so would the contrary in the province (Salinger, 1948: 15). Aydın’s
one foot is bare and stripped off social grace as he is tired due to the hunting expedition, while
his other foot is all tucked in his boot while he stood strong his bare foot on the grassy ground
and booted foot in the snow which disconnects him from earth. Still he kills the rabbit as he
would have in the wilderness stamping his innate belonging when he is stripped off his social
decorum. This would be the instinct of a male hunter bringing home a rabbit he had hunted.
Back in history, hunting was a necessity to survive, something appurtenant to nature, however,
at present it is executed in the name of entertainment which would be regarded as part of
“culture” (Akbulut, 2005: 71).
On his return from hunting with as triumphant man who brought his wife a dead rabbit,
he writes a final letter to her saying, “I did not go… I could not go… Don’t ask of me to go. As
it is the case everywhere, everything there is also unfamiliar to me… I have no other relative
but you…” and the film ends in the study room in community as he begins to write his book
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belonging to society, a very similar ending to that of Chekhov’s story The Wife; While the two
main characters of both stories continue to live in the community, Aydın writes a book titled
“The History of Turkish Theatre” and Pavel writes a book called “The History of Railways”
connoting to the significance of modern society. Thus, the paradox of the dichotomy remains
unsolved. Tönnies argued that no social member completely belongs to community or society.
As Gemeinshaft in some forms idealizes and romanticizes Gesellschaft in the film the
postmodern community kind of life style is lead mainly in the a modern society or Gesellschaft
where individual, money, law of contracts, city life, rational life, cosmopolite life, convention,
legislation and public opinion are the traits (Tönnies, 1957), the paradox exists where the
characters are stuck just in the immobile state between the two lives.
Conclusion
Krasner (2016: 188), in his book mentions Chekhov’s ambivalence about taking sides
in his dramas. Likewise Nuri Bilge Ceylan utilizes a betwixt life to represent a story made up
of instances where main character is ambivalent to where he belongs just as the film ends with
a note indicating that it was inspired by Chekhov’s stories, expressly by his story The Wife. The
belonging and isolation theme in both stories is processed via conflict of inertia which in turn
continuously culminates in an ambivalent state of being. The conflict of inertia is salient
throughout the film via infusion of Tönnies’ dichotomy where he described two prominent
social belongings as one being the Gemeinschaft (community) and the other as Gesellschaft
(society).
The dichotomy of community and modern society counterpoises each other as the
former is organic way of life where tradition, language, customs, kinship, rituals, religion and
history are at the core, whereas the later is mechanical way of life where, modern and urbanized
life style, commodity exchange, judicial laws, commercial contracts and agreed upon rules are
at the centre. The quotation from Tönnies (1887 [et. al. Krasner 2016: 188]), “we are united
from the moment of our birth, with our own folk for better or for worse. We go out into
Gesellschafts as if into a foreign world,” marks how the discreteness between the two spaces
augments. This description grants an explanation for how Ceylan’s protagonist in the Winter
Sleep perceives everywhere he goes as a Gesellschaft. He seems to be an outsider to the hotel,
to the village, his previously retired life, one footedly performed hunting scene, to his wives
private room.
The state of immobility but still instability of Ceylan’s characters and their urge to hold
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tight to a genuine community belonging despite the fact that it might just be a mirror effect or
even an illusion, corresponds to Tönnies’ words, from his 1887 study (İbid.: 188-189),
“everyone who praises rural life has pointed to the fact that people there have a stronger and
livelier sense of community. Community (Gemeinschaft) means genuine, enduring life
together, whereas Society (Gesellschaft) is a transient and superficial thing. Thus, Gemeinschaft
must be understood as a living organism in its own right, while Gesellschaft is a mechanical
aggregate and artifact.” On this, Krasner comments (Ibid.: 189) “the tension between these two
contracts, instigates instability, transition, and inchoate interpersonal relationships – some
people operate on the former level, other move socially through the latter.” The contact and the
distance between these conceptual state of beings or lives, evoke plentitude of deprivation and
loss just as the same with Ceylan’s characters; Aydın is yearning for a renown and respected
existence wherever he lives, Nihal for a life that is her own conduct, Necla a belonging that is
stable, Hamdi for a an unspoiled community norms and mores, Ismail for a better, employed
and communally accepted life, Suavi for a more attentive child, Levent for an “ideal” life, the
child with the humanely restored rural with community rules, the grandmother for old ways of
living. The contact of Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft seems to leaves all the characters with a
feeling of material and emotive loss.
The concepts of loss and yearning construct the very heart of Aydın’s pursuit to rule
everything but from a distance. He is an actor but a retired one, a writer but who cannot begin
writing, a columnist but writes from home and has no contact with the newspaper or the readers
other than mails, a husband who needs to get permission to enter his wife’s room or charity
gathering, a landlord who has no contact with his tenant, a brother to a sister who always scolds
his ways, a friend that sees him incapable, a horse owner who not even once tried to tame the
horse, and most prominently a community resident who does not go right into the village but
bypasses the route. The betwixt vertigo of problematical belonging to neither to Gemeinschaft
nor the Gesellschaft prevails in the distortion of Aydın’s efforts to establish authority. Hence,
as to fending oneself, Aydın nestles in a self deceiving state becoming estranged to his own
reality. In a discussion with his sister addressing his insincere writing he snaps back saying “I
wish my threshold of self-deception was as low as yours,” (Collin, 2014) in a resentful manner,
an action which propounds distance from his own reality. Regarding Zizek’s idea of anamorphic
view (Myers, 2003: 101), an individual creates an objective version of reality which has no real
access to reality and to this he further comments that when the fundamental fantasy is shattered
the experience of loss of reality is inevitable. Aydın’s self-deception state can also be clarified
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through Tönnies’ quotation of Goethe, where he enunciates how one realistically or per contra
decides on the appropriateness and acceptability of the representations of life around them
(Goethe, 1810: 16 [et al. Tönnies, 2001: 13]):
“All Opinions about things belong to individual, and we know only too well that
our beliefs depend not on reason but on will, and people only understand what
is appropriate for them and what they recognize. In Knowledge as in action
prejudice settles everything, and prejudice, as its name indicates, is a judgment
made before an examination of the facts. It is an acceptance or rejecting of things
which are in sympathy or not in sympathy with our nature; it is a happy impulse
of our being towards both truth and falsehood, towards everything to which we
fell in harmony.”
In conclusion, it could be affirmed reclining upon the title of the film that Aydın’s self,
perception and construction of reality and belonging is in hibernation in the isolation safely
tucked in his nice warm cave distant from any social forms. The subjective sense of false reality
causes a self abhor resulting in vomiting while performing an act from Voltaire. As the stage,
the act and the actor are righteously positioned in the make-belief-pseudo social form, the
glimpse of genuine reality comes when Aydın one bare footedly shoots a rabbit as an innate
animal hunting for survival and for acceptance by his mate. However, this act of forgiveness
and desire to be accepted are met with the recurrence of the first scene of the film where the
paradox of Chekhovian drama reflects upon the whole story and covers it with snow of illusion.
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